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Abstract 
We present a classification of slender OL languages into four classes and give decision methods 
for two of the classes. Open problems are mentioned, as well as interconnections to other areas. 
0. Introduction 
Considerations concerning word length have always occupied a rather central position 
in language theory. Already the classical paper [2] associates to a language L the 
“generating function” 
fdz) = c w ? 
n>o 
where the coefficient 1, indicates the number 
unambiguous context-free language, then the 
algebraic function over the field of rationals. 
of words of length n in L. If L is an 
analytic function j-~(z) is, in fact, an 
Various estimations, especially upper bounds for the coefficients I, in connection 
with different language classes, have been made. Of special interest is the case, where 
the language L has the property that the coefficients 1, have a constant upper bound. In 
other words, there is a constant k such that the language L has at most k words of any 
given length. Such languages have turned out to be also of cryptographic significance 
and were termed slender in [ 11. 
The characterization of slender context-free languages, as well as of their parallel 
counterpart, slender OL languages, has turned out to be rather involved. The study was 
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begun in [ 131 (this paper was written already in 1991) and [ 111, and continued in 
[3,6,12,14]. An algorithm for deciding the slenderness of a context-free language was 
obtained independently in [6,14]. The decidability for regular languages was settled 
already in [l]. In general, slenderness constitutes an interesting borderline issue [16] 
between decidability and undecidability. For instance, it is undecidable whether or not 
the complement of a linear language is slender [16]. 
This paper investigates the slenderness of OL languages. Our starting point is the 
notion of a quasi-deterministic OL system, D’OL system introduced in [9]. In a D’OL 
system there is a constant upper bound for the number of words derivable in exactly n 
steps, for all n 2 0. Therefore, it is natural to call D’OL system also derivation-slender 
u71. 
We show first that all derivation-slender languages are, in fact, slender. This general- 
izes the result of [l l] that all DOL languages are slender. However, the converse does 
not hold true: the language { b’ab’ 1 i 2 0) U { b2’+’ 1 i > 0) is a slender OL language not 
generated by any quasi-deterministic OL system - see Example 2.2 below. As shown 
in [lo], the property of being quasi-deterministic is decidable. 
In our main result, Theorem 4.3, another decidable subclass of slender OL languages 
(referred to as “ultimately extended free-generated”) is presented. As will be seen, the 
slender OL languages falling outside the two decidable subclasses have rather peculiar 
properties. However, the general decision problem for a given OL language to be slender 
remains open. 
Usually words in a OL language can be derived in many different ways. If the lan- 
guage is slender, the results of many derivations must coincide. This leads to equations 
between words and, thus, to combinatorics of words. Lemma 1.1 below (often referred 
to as Lyndon’s Theorem) and its consequences are of fundamental importance in our 
studies, in particular, in considerations leading to free-generated languages. 
Certain types of letters of a OL system G = (C, z,w) are of crucial importance 
in slenderness considerations. A mortal letter eventually becomes always the empty 
word. A letter a is unbounded if, for any integer k, there is a word in the language 
L(G) in which a occurs more than k times. The following is a necessary condition 
for slenderness ( ee Theorem 3.1 below). For every unbounded letter a and for every 
positive integer n, there exist zz’ E C* and a finite set Z of nonnegative integers uch 
that z”(a) = {(zz’)iz 1 i E I}. The condition is used to show that descendants of the 
same length will collapse. The condition is not sufficient for slenderness. It is trivially 
satisfied by every deterministic letter a, that is, the descendant of a at each level is 
unique. The condition is satisfied by every D’OL system because very unbounded letter 
in a D’OL system is deterministic [9]. 
The necessary condition for slenderness mentioned above is decidable. If a word 
has n occurrences of a nondetenninistic letter, then there are at least n possibilities 
for obtaining words of the same length by substitutions. Those possibilities must yield 
the same word in a slender language. Therefore, the right-hand side of the substitution 
for a nondeterministic unbounded letter must have a special form, which leads to 
decidability. 
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Our new class of ultimately extended free-generated OL systems is based on nonde- 
te~inistic unbounded letters. The tricky case left unclear in our ~onsidemtions consists 
of OL systems which are not D’OL and contain no nondete~inistic unbounded letters. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let Z be a finite alphabet, whose element is called a letter, and C* be the set of 
all words over .Z including the empty word 1. The set of all nonempty words over Z 
is denoted by C+. The length of a word s is denoted by 1st. If V is any subset of C, 
Isly denotes the number of occurrences of letters of V in s. Let w be a word over C 
and let L be a subset of C*, We denote by alph(w) the set of all and only letters of 
Z which actually appear in w, and by alph(L) the set of all and oniy letters appearing 
in the words of L. 
We denote by N the set of nonnegative integers and by N+ the set of positive 
integers. 
We will use the following fundamental properties on free monoids. Those lemmas 
which are not proved here are due to Lyndon and Sch~tzenberger [7] and their proofs 
are found, for example, in [ 181. 
Lemma 1.1. Zf uu = vz, u, u,z E C’ and u # 1, then u = xy, v = (~y)~x, and z = yx 
for some x,y E C’ and k E N. 
Lemma 1.2. Let .E be an a~ha~et. If xy = yx for some x,y E EC+, then x = zm and 
y=z”forsomezE.Dandm,nEN+. 
Corollary 1.3. If xuy = yux for some x,y E ,I? and u E C*, then x = (z,zz)izl = 
ZI(Z~ZI )‘, y = (z~z~)~zI = zl(zzzl)i, and u = ~4q.22)~ = (z22~)%2 for some ~1, zz E C* 
and i,j,k E IA. 
Proof. By the condition, we have 
uxuy = uyux . 
Then by Lemma 1.2, ux = zm and uy = 9 for some z E C+ and m, n E N,. Now 
24 = tfz2, X = Z]Z m-i-1, and y = ztz”-l-t for some t and z2zr = z. •i 
Lemma 1.4. Zf u and u have powers urn and v” with a common initial segment of 
length Iu] + /II{, then u and v are powers of the same word, 
Lemma 1.5. If u’” = v” for some 0 c m -=c II then we have 
u = wi, v = wi, and ifj = n/m 
for some w E C+. 
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Lemma 1.6. Zf uiul = yz, u,d = ZY, and 
i>2+2 !!!! 
1 1 I4 
where u1 is a prefix of u and VI is a &/ix of v, then u = (~1~2)~ and v = (~2~1)‘. 
Proof. By the conditions, we have either y = uilu’ and z = u”uilui where u = u’u” 
and il and i2 are integers satisfying il + i2 + 1 = i or y = uiui and z = uy where 
ut = u;u:‘. 
In the first case, the following equation is obtained: 
zy = (U”U’)%“U,U’(U”U’)i~ = (v~v2)j’U,(v~v~)” 
where v = 0201 and (ji, j2) is an arbitrary pair of integers satisfying ji + j2 = j. On 
the other hand, by the condition on i, 
max(illul,i2Iu()>IuI + lu( . 
That is (u”u’)i2 and (vr uz)jl have a common initial segment of length at least (u”u’I + 
Iv1 02 I or the mirror images of (u”u’)il and (~22~ )jz have a common initial segment of 
length at least Iu”u’I + lv2vrI. 
As for the second case, we have 
zy = u:‘u;(u’,‘u~u~)’ = v,vj . 
Thus the mirror images of (u~u~u;)~ and vj have a common initial segment of length 
at least i(ul - Iv1 > 1241 + [VI. 
Then, in both cases, the conclusion follows immediately from Lemma 1.4. 0 
Let w be a word over Z and w = uv be a factorization of w. Then we use the 
notation: u = WV-l and v = u-lw. Clearly we have WU-~V = UK’W = w, K’WWU = 
(u-‘wu)2 = (vz@, and so on. But the symbol u-l cannot be used without appropriate 
context. 
For any set X, let card(X) denote the cardinality of X. The empty set is denoted by 
0. We denote sometimes by x the singleton set {x}, whenever no confusion occurs. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with OL systems and their variations [4, 151. 
Some terminology specific for this paper will now be introduced. Similar notions have 
earlier been frequently used in connection with DOL systems. 
Let (Z, r, w) be a OL system where Z is a finite alphabet, r is a substitution over 
C, and w E C* is the axiom. We will use the following classification of letters in Z 
in the sequel. 
(1) 
(2) 
A letter a is said to be deterministic if the restriction of r on alph(r*(a)) is 
an endomorphism, in other words, a and every descendant of a have only one 
descendant. A letter which is not deterministic is called nondeterministic. 
A letter a is called injnite if card(r*(a)) = 0;). A letter a is called _/kite if 
card(r*(a)) < 00. 
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(3) A letter a is said to be persistent if uau E r”(a) for some uu E C* and n > 0. 
The smallest positive integer k satisfying uau E @(a) is called the period of a. 
(4) A letter which always in the long run generates 1 is called mortal. We note that 
P(a) = 1 for every mortal letter a where m = card(C). 
(5) A persistent letter a is said to be self-productive if it has a descendant which has 
more than one occurrence of a, i.e., u E z+(a) such that ]u\,>2. 
(6) A persistent letter a is said to be stem if a satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) a is not self-productive. 
(ii) uau E F(a) for some n > 0 such that uu has an occurrence of some persistent 
letter. 
We note that it can be effectively decided of a letter whether or not it belongs to any 
of the classes defined above. Finally we define the notion of an unbounded letter. 
Definition. Let G = (C, z, w) be a OL system. A letter a E C is said to be unbounded 
in L(G) if, for every integer N, there exists a word w in L(G) such that (WI, > N. 
The property of being unbounded can be effectively decided by the following con- 
siderations. By definition, a letter b is an unbounded product of a if 
(i) a is self-productive and b is a descendant of a, 
(ii) a is a stem letter and b is persistent occurring in uu where uau E #(a) for some 
k > 0, or 
(iii) b is a descendant of a letter which satisfies (ii). 
Property 1.7. A letter a is unbounded in L(G) if and only if a is an unbounded product 
of a letter c E alph(lJrzO ?(w)) where w is the axiom and m = card(C). 
2. Slender OL systems and D’OL systems 
Slender languages, first introduced by Andrasiu et al. [l], are defined as follows: 
Definition (Andrasiu [l]). Let L be a language over C and k be a positive integer. 
(i) L is said to be thin if, for some no, 
card({w E L 1 Iw( = n})< 1 whenever no<n . 
(ii) L is said to be k-thin if, for some no, 
card({w E L 1 (WI = n})<k whenever no<n . 
(iii) L is called slender if it is k-thin for some k. 
We call a OL system slender if it generates a slender language. The notion of quasi- 
deterministic OL systems omewhat resembles that of slender OL systems (therefore in 
[ 171 quasi-deterministic is called derivation slender). 
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Definition (Nishida [9]). Let G = (Z, r,w) be a OL system. Then G is said to be a 
quasi-deterministic OL system, or D’OL system for short, if there is a positive integer 
k such that G satisfies 
card(r”(w)) 6k 
for every n E N. 
There is a close relation between slender OL systems and D’OL systems. 
Theorem 2.1. Every D’OL language is slender. 
Since every D’OL language is an HDOL language [lo], this theorem follows from 
the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Every HDOL language is slender. 
Proof. Since Y(HDOL) = _!Z(CPFDOL) (see [8]), we will show that every CPFDOL 
language is slender. 
Let L be a CPFDOL language and let G = (C, 0, r, h, F) be a CPFDOL system which 
generates L. Then 
L = W*(F)) = uFW*(W)) 
provided F = {WI, ~2,. . . , wn} where Wi E r* with i = 1,2,. . . ,n. NOW O(h*(wi)) is 
a CPDOL language generated by the CPDOL system Gi = (C, 8, r, h, Wi). Therefore 
L is slender because every PDOL language is slender [ 1 l] and the family of slender 
languages is closed under coding and finite union [12]. 0 
There are OL systems which are not D’OL and have no nondeterministic unbounded 
letters. Some of these systems are slender and the others are not, that is, the converse 
of Theorem 2.1 is not true. 
Example 2.1. Let Gi = ({a,b, } c ,zl,a) where zl(a) = {ab,a,cb}, z,(b) = b, and 
ri(c)=cb.ThenGi isnotD’OLwhileLt=L(Gi)={abi(iEN}U{cbi]iE~+}is 
slender. But Li is a D’OL language generated by Gi = ({a, b, c}, z{, a) where z{(a) = 
{ab,cb}, z’,(b) = b, and r;(c) = cb. 
Example 2.2. Let G2 = ({a, b}, ~,a) where zz(a) = {bab, b} and Tz(b) = b. Then G2 
is not D’OL and L2 = L(G2) = {b’ab’ 1 i E RJ} U {bzi+’ 1 i E IV} is slender. But L2 is 
not a D’OL language. 
Assume that a D’OL system Gi = ({a, b}, zi, w) generates L2. Then r;(b) = b” for 
some n > 0 and a is not erased for otherwise bzi is contained in r:*(w). Since no 
word derives shorter words, a is the axiom. If z(b) = b, then all words in b+ are 
repeatable which is impossible for a D’OL system (cf. [9]). If z;(a) has two words 
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b’ab’ and biabi with j < i, then Tik(a) contains at least k + 1 words, namely Pub” 
where 
X= 
ink-‘(n’ - 1) + j(nk-’ - 1) 
n-l 
for 1 = O,l,..., k. 
Again Gi is not D’OL. Thus zi(a)fl b*ab* = bab. But now bbabb cannot be generated 
because zi(bab) n b*ab* = bn+‘abn+’ and n + 1 > 2. 
Example 2.3. Let G3 = ({a, b,c},q,a) where 73(a) = {bab,cac}, 73(b) = b, and 
z3(c) = c. Then L(G3) = {wad 1 w E {b,c}*} is not slender. 
As the above examples uggest, if a OL system is not D’OL and has no nondetermin- 
istic unbounded letters, then it might be difficult to decide whether or not the generated 
language is slender. An important case will be settled in Section 4. The general problem 
might be even undecidable. Anyway, it is left open for future investigation. 
3. A necessary condition for slender OL systems 
Theorem 3.1. Zf a OL system G = (,X, z, w) is slender, then G satisJies the following 
condition: 
For every unbounded letter a in z and for every n E y+ there exist 
zz’ E Pand a finite set Z c N such that z”(a) = {(zz’)‘z 1 i E I} . (3.1) 
Proof. Let x, y be words in ?‘(a). Let w be a word in L(G) with k occurrences of 
a, i.e., w = uOaula + . . auk for some uoui . . . #k E c*. Let U[ be a word in r”(Ui) for 
every i = O,l,..., k. Then r”(w) contains the following subset: 
L(w,n) = {u&‘,x...xu;, u&xU~y...xu~, . . . . r&_xul,x... yu;} , 
that is, L(w,n) consists of the words obtained by substituting one occurrence of a in 
w with y and the others with x. Obviously all words in L(w,n) have the same length. 
Because G is slender, the cardinality of L(w,n) is bounded. Then we have 
xuy=yux 
for some u E C*. Now the theorem immediately follows from Corollary 1.3. 0 
This theorem, unfortunately, does not give a sufficient condition for a OL system to 
generate a slender language. In addition to Example 2.3, the following example shows 
that the converse of Theorem 3.1 does not hold. 
Example 3.1. Let us consider r(a) = abc, z(b) = {b, l}, z(c) = c. The letters b and 
c are unbounded and satisfy the condition of Theorem 3.1. But z*(a) is not slender. 
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Condition (3.1) is a statement concerning all words in r*(a). But we will show that 
(3.1) is decidable. If a is a deterministic letter, then (3.1) is trivially fulfilled. As for 
nondeterministic letters, we need some lemmas. 
Let a be a nondeterministic unbounded letter satisfying (3.1). For every nonnegative 
integer n, let u,, u;, and I,, be the words and the set whose existence is proved in 
Theorem 3.1. We assume u,uL is shortest, i.e., U,U~ = xk implies k = 1. Then ?(a) is 
expressed as follows 
r”(a) = {(z+~)~u~ ( i E In} . 
Lemma 3.2. Let a be a persistent nondeterministic unbounded letter with the period 
k. Then u(2/+;2k, = i%,&;z-I for SOme SU#X Z Of u&. 
Proof. Let w, = ucauia~ . . au, E L(G) be a word which has n occurrences of a. 
Then We have VkOLkVk,Lk . ’ ‘Lkvb & zk(wn) where Lk = rk(a) and V&j E rk(Vi) for 
i=O,l,...,n and 
o(2k)Ozk(Lk)v(2k)l zk(Lk) ’ * ’ ~(Lkh@k)n c r2k(wn) 
where r(2k)i E rk(rki) for i = 0, 1,. . . ,n. 
On the other hand let Lk = {(&,u~)iuk 1 i E Ik} and uk = &@&la.. *a&/. l-hen 
where ug’ E 8(uk) for x = O,l,..., 1. Since a is nondeterministic, there are two 
different words (UkU;)iUk and (uku;)iUk in Lk. We assume i < j. Now we have 
where v is a word over {U(2k)x~X’1,2,...,~~1}~{~~~~~~0,1,...,~}~~~. Then 
#,@(&)j+ = (uku;)j-iukr. By Lemma 1.2, ukv = WP and (UkU;)j-i = ti and, by 
Lemma 1.5, Ui& = z’ and w = Zs. Since U& is assumed to be shortest, r must be 1. 
Hence we have U,@ = (UkUi)Ps. This implies that ~(~~)(a) = {(ZUkU~Z-l)iz 1 j E &)} 
for some suffix Z of Uk U;. 0 
The next corollary is proved similarly. 
Corollary 3.3. For every i E IV+, u(ik)u;ik) = zuku~z-’ for some sufJix z of uku:. 
Proposition 3.4. (i) Let a be a nondeterministic unbounded letter and let z”(a) = 
{(u,,uA>iu,, Ii E In} for each n > 0. For every n E fV+, lu,&I<ak where a = 
max,Er(z) [WI and k is the period of a. 
(ii) A nondeterministic unbounded letter satisfies Condition (3.1) tf and only if 
z”(a) = {(unuA)iun Ii E In} for every n<(card(z))a’ and u& = u,ua for some 
n < m<(card(Z))d. 
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Proof. (i) By Corollary 3.3, the result is immediate. 
(ii) “If’-part is obvious. “Only if”- part directly follows (i). Cl 
Proposition 3.4 suggests a characterization of slender OL systems which have occur- 
rences of nondeterministic unbounded letters. This will be done in the next section. 
We just establish a few lemmas which will be useful. The proof of Theorem 3.1 also 
gives the next lemma. Our overall assumption is that the OL system G is slender. 
Lemma 3.5. Let a be an unbounded nondeterministic letter. If a letter b satisfies the 
condition that, for every integer N, there exists a word w E L(G) such that w = wlbwz 
and 1~11~ > N and 1~~1~ > N, then for every n E N+, 
F(b) = {(o,u~y’u, Ij EJ} 
where u u’ = n n tu u’ t - ’ nn ) z”(a) = {(unuL)iun 1 i E I}, and t is a sufJix oft&,. 
The next lemma states that two nondeterministic unbounded letters occurring in the 
same word have the generating words u,,, u;, u,, and V; satisfying u,uL = tu,,uLt-‘. 
Lemma 3.6. Let a, b E C be unbounded nondeterministic letters which satisfy the 
condition that, for every nonnegative integer N, there exists a word w E L(G) such 
that IwI, > N and IwIt, > N. Let 
z”(a) = {(u,&)~u~ I i EL,} and r”(b) = {(unu~)iu, I i E J,} . 
Then u,,u~ = t,,u,,u~t;’ for every n E N+ where t,, is a sufJix of u,,u~. 
Proof. Let ~1 and ~2 be words in F(a) and let ~1 and ~2 be words in f(b). Let 
JppJ = k, and lxpl = 1, for p = 1,2. We can assume kl < k2 and 11 < 12 for 
otherwise L(G) would not be slender. We note that pp and xp (p = 1,2) are written 
as (u& )iuk and (u~u;Y’uk for some i’s and j’s, respectively. 
If a has m occurrences and b has n occurrences in a word w, then the length set of 
r(w) is 
{(ik2+(m-i)kl)+(jl2+(n-j)ll)+CIO<idm, O<j<m} 
where C is a constant. Putting LX = k2 - kl and /I = 12 - 11, the set becomes 
{cri+/?j+C’IOSi<m, O<j<m} 
where C’ = C + mkl + nil. Then, for a fixed (io, jo), all the pairs (io - /?p, up + jo) 
yield words of equal length aio + /?jo + C’ where p is a nonnegative integer. Since 
L(G) is slender, the words must be identical. 
We can assume, without loss of generality, that an a occurs to the left of the leftmost 
occurrence of b. Thus, by Lemma 3.5, 
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for some ir < i2 and ji > j2, that is, we have 
We note that there are arbitrarily large i and j which fulfill the above equation. Then 
by Lemma 1.1, 
Now the lemma follows from Lemma 1.6. 0 
4. Classification of slender OL systems 
In this section, we show that slender OL systems are classified into four types: 
D’OL, free-generated, not D’OL and generating no nondeterministic unbounded letters, 
and mixture of these types. The first type has already been fully characterized [lo]. 
The second type is defined here, and we show that of every OL system it is decidable 
whether or not the system generates a free-generated slender language. 
Definition. Let z be a substitution over C. Let A = (La,&, . . .) be a sequence of 
languages over C such that every Lj is finite and the “flat language” %(A) of A given 
bY 
%(A) = c Li 
i=o 
is infinite. 
(i) _4 is said to be free-generated with respect to 7 if there exist 2k words ~a,&, 
. . . , #k_ 1, u;_ 1 such that for all n > 0 
b-j-& C{(U,U~)'U, Ij E bd} 
and that 
d%Ui) = {(Ui+lUj+l)iUi+l Ij E 4) (i < k - l), 
r(%)= {(%+lUi+l)j&+i Ij E 1;) (i < k - l), 
7(uk-I&,) = {(%d~)j,O Ij E Ik-,}, 
7(uk--l) = {(UoU#U, lj E &1}, 
where Ii and 1: are finite subsets of N and card(h) 32 for at least one i (i = 
0, l,..., k - 1). The words UO,U~ ,..., z&__l, u;_, are called the generating words 
of ,4 and k is called the period of u+i. We call simply A free-generated if 7 is 
understood. 
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(ii) A is said to be extended free-generated if there exists a finite language F such 
that 
Li = FitiF:, fi G F, and F,‘cF 
for every O<i and the sequence (ti) is free-generated. 
(iii) A is called ultimately (extended) free-generated if there exist a positive integer 
N and p (extended) free-generated sequences (Li’)), . . . , (Lip’) such that 
for every i>N. 
As shown in the next property, the flat language of an ultimately extended free- 
generated sequence is slender. 
Property 4.1. Let (Li)i,o be an ultimately extended free-generated sequence. Then 
L = S((Li)i,o) = 
( 
fi Fi{(uiuiy’ui Ij E 9i}F,’ U F 
i=l > 
for some finite languages F, Fi, and F,! (i = 1,. . . , n) and L is slender. 
Proof. Let (Ki)i>o be an extended free-generated sequence and let (ZCi);,o be the free- 
generated sequence of (Ki), i.e., Ki = EiIZiE,’ for every i E BJ, where Ei and El are 
subsets of a finite set. Let uo, uh, . . . , uk- 1, u;_ 1 be the generating words of (iFi). Then 
Kb+i = Eb+i{(uiui)jui lj E Zb+i}Ek+i for O<n and O<i < k and hence 
c Kb+i = Fi{(uiui)‘ui 1 j E 9i)F; 
n=O 
where Fi = Uzo Eh+i and F; = IJ,“=, Eb+i are finite and Yi = U,“=, Zb+i. Then we 
have 
%((Ki)i,o) = 6 Fi{(uiuj)‘ui 1 j E 9i)F: 
i=l 
and it is obviously slender. Since an ultimately extended free-generated sequence is a 
finite union of extended free-generated sequences after an initial mess, the conclusion 
follows immediately. 0 
By the definition of extended free-generated sequences, the next property, which 
gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a catenation of two extended free- 
generated sequences to be extended free-generated, is obvious. 
Property 4.2. Let (Ll,j)j>o and (Lz,j)j>o be extended free-generated sequences with 
the following descriptions (i = 1,2) 
Li,j = Fi,jLi,jFLj 
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and let ui,o, #lo,. . . , ui,k,-],~;~,_, be the generating words of (Li,j)j>o for i = 1,2, 
respectively. Then (Ll,jLz,j)j>o is extended free-generated if and only if k, = k2, 
Fi,j = F2,j = 1 for 0 <j, and ul,ju{,j = ul,ju2,jui,juLj for j = 0,. . . , kl - 1. 
Example 4.1. Let r(a) = {aba,a}, z(b) = b, and r(c) = a be a substitution over 
{a, b,c}. Then (z’((ab)j))i>o, (r’((ba)j)). r20, and (z’((ab)ja))i>o are free-generated 
for every j E N and (ri(c))i,s is ultimately free-generated. 
Theorem 4.3. Let G = (C, z, w) be a OL system. 
(i) Zf L(G) is slender, then one of the following conditions holds: 
(1) G is D’OL. 
(2) (zi(w))iao is an ultimately extended free-generated sequence. 
(3) L(G) has no nondeterministic unbounded letters but G is not D’OL. 
(4) w has a factorization w = wlw2 . . . WI such that, for every i E { 1,2,. . . , I}, 
the OL system Gi = (C, z, wi) generates a slender language of type ( 1 ), 
(2), or (3). 
(ii) Given G, it is efictively decidable whether or not it is type (1) or (2). 
Type (1) is already known. In order to prove that type (2) is effectively decidable, 
we need some lemmas concerning the decidability of some letters deriving type (2) 
slender languages. 
Lemma 4.4. Let a be a nondeterministic self-productive letter. Then z*(a) is slender 
if and only if (z’(a))i>o is free-generated 
Proof. Because of Property 4.1 it suffices to prove the “only if”-part. Since a is 
self-productive, a is unbounded in r*(a). Then, by Theorem 3.1, (r’(a))i>o is free- 
generated. 0 
Lemma 4.5. Let L(G) be slender and a be a persistent nondeterministic unbounded 
letter occurring in L(G). Zf a is not self-productive, then: 
(i) There is a stem letter b such that vobq E zk(b) where vo E M* and a is the 
only persistent letter derived by 01, or VI EM* and a is the only persistent letter 
derived by vg. 
(ii) r’(a) = uioiui or z’(a) = {uiaiui, 1) for every i and z’(a) = {uau’, 1) for some 1 
which is a divisor of k where every ui, MI, u, and u’ is a word over deterministic 
mortal letters. 
Proof. If a satisfies (uiuj)jui E z’(a) for some i E N+ and ja2, then there is a word 
w E zk(a) such that lwla>2, i.e., a is self-productive. If there is a persistent letter 
c # a such that for every N there exists w E L(G) satisfying 1~1, > N and (WI, > N, 
then, for some n, u E z”(a) and v E r”(c) such that JuI, > 0, )v), > 0, and u = tut-’ 
for some suffix t of u by Lemma 3.6, which implies JulC > 0 and It.& > 0. Then 
r2n(a) has a word with more than one occurrence of a and thus a is self-productive. 
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Therefore, there is no occurrence of a persistent unbounded letter together with a’s in 
any word. In other words, only mortal letters and at most one persistent letter occur 
in every word in z*(a) and r*(z)gui). Since the mortal letters occurring in z*(a) are 
unbounded, they are deterministic by Lemma 3.6. 
Since a is unbounded and a is not self-productive, there is a stem letter b which 
produces a, that is, vobvl E ?(b) where ve E M* and 01 generates a or 00 generates a 
and vi E M*. We note that both ug and vi cannot generate a because then L(G) would 
not be slender. Let k and 1 be the periods of b and a, respectively. If 1 is not a divisor 
of k, then there is a word w E z*(b) such that w has two different unbounded persistent 
letters. But this is impossible by the above arguments. Therefore 1 is a divisor of k. 
By Theorem 3.1, z’(a) = {uiuiui,ui}, if it is not a singleton, and 6(a) = 
{ukuklauk2Uk? uk}. Then 
Tkfi(U) = ~i(~k~k~)~i~~~i~i(~k2~k) U ‘?(&l(kl)#izi(uk2uk) U ri(uk) . 
But since Tk+i(a) h as at most two elements and uiU:ui # ui, we have 
ri(&uki)uiri(uk2#k) = ri(nk), 
that is, ui = 1 for all i, including the case i = k, or z’(a) is a singleton. Note that zk(a) 
cannot be a singleton because a is nondeterministic. Thus the proof is completed. [7 
Lemma 4.6. Let a be a persistent letter such that z’(a) = {u, 1) or z’(a) = u for 
every i where u consists of deterministic mortal letters except for one persistent letter, 
and z’(a) = {ulauz, 1) with some word UIUI on deterministic mortal letters where 1 
is the period a. Let b be a stem letter such that zk(b) = uobvl with the conditions: 
(i) The period k of b is a multiple of 1. 
(ii) ve E M* and z”(v1) = z”‘(8) or VI E M* and z~(v~) = r”‘(8) for some 
j > 0 and 0 <ml < m = card(C). Here M is the alphabet of mortal letters. 
Then (z’(b))iao is ultimately extended free-generated and described by 
(4.1) 
for every 0 <i c k and 0 <n where N is a constant and (L;) is a free-generated 
sequence. 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case vg E M*. 
By the condition on a, T2t(a) = z~(~I)u,~u~z’(u~) U ~‘(24~242) U 1 consists of two ele- 
ments. That is, r’(uiu2) = 1 and z”(a) = {u,auz, 1) for every i > 0. Since rm(c) = 1 
with any mortal letter c, for every n 2 1 and 0 d i c k, we have, 
.#n+m+i(b) = zm+i(b)zm’+i(J)zm’+i+k(J). . . Zm’+i+k(n-l)(~) 
= zm+‘(b)P’+‘(a’)(zm’+‘({u~au~, l}))j(“-i) 
= FiLi+h 
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where Fi = ~~+~(b)P’~~(d) and 
Li+k, = (P’+i({u~au~, l}))j(“-‘) = (rm’+r+i(,))j(n-l) = {UP 1 p = &I,. . . ,j(n - 1)) 
provided rm’+lii (a) = {Ui, 1). Then, putting N = k+m, the lemma follows immediately. 
0 
Remark. If o&r E rk(b) instead of u&r = rk(b) in the above lemma, then z*(b) 
contains an ultimately extended free-generated sequence xpressed by (4.1). In this 
case r*(b) may or may not be slender, depending on the other words in r*(b). 
Note that the condition r’(a) = {u, 1) or r’(a) = u for every i in Lemmas 4.5 and 
4.6 is effectively decidable because r*(u) is finite. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3 (i) Let L(G) be a slender OL language such that L(G) has 
some nondeterministic unbounded letters. The unbounded letters are said to be mixed 
in L(G) if every w E L(G) has the factorization 
w = uauur (4.2) 
such that us (resp, ur ) is the longest prefix (resp. suffix) of w which contains no 
nondeterministic unbounded letter and uour has at most N occurrences of deterministic 
unbounded letters for some fixed N. 
If unbounded letters are not mixed in L(G), i.e., for every n there is a word uu 
(or vu) in L(G) such that u has no occurrence of a nondeterministic unbounded letter 
and more than n occurrences of deterministic unbounded letters, then L(G) is type 
(4). We will prove that G is type (2) if unbounded letters are mixed in L(G). By 
Lemma 3.6, the set of nondetenninistic unbounded letters is divided into some disjoint 
subsets. Letters in each subset derive the same free-generated sequence, that is, there 
are finitely many free-generated sequences. Then the center factor u in (4.2) belongs to 
a free-generated sequence. Clearly the prefix uc and the suffix ui in (4.2) are contained 
in finite sets and there may be an initial mess. (The following remark should be made 
about nondeterministic unbounded letters which are not self-productive. They must be 
produced by some stem letters to occur unboundedly in the center component. But they 
may occur as a finite letter in us or 01. These cases are distinguished by the presence 
or absence of stem letters.) 
(ii) We decide whether or not the axiom derives an ultimately extended free- 
generated sequence. By Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6 and the remark following the latter, it is 
effectively decidable whether or not self-productive letters and stem letters derive an 
ultimately extended free-generated sequence. 
Now we rewrite z’(w) using free-generated sequences. As we are interested in the 
free-generated sequence instead of individual words in it and a free-generated sequence 
is determined by the generating words, we use the notation F(K) for a set K = 
{ uwi u’, uwzu’, . . . ) uw,,u’}, called the free-generated form for K, given by 
9(K) = UY(UiU~)U’ 
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if {WI,..., wn} is a subset of {(uiuf)jui ]j E I+J}. Then 
F(rV)) = 
{ 
~(r(U))~(Ui+rU~+r)~(r(U’)) i < k - 1 , 
~(z(v))~(u,u~)B(z(u’)) i=k-1, 
where k is the period of uiui. We will proceed with the construction of the free- 
generated form for r’(w) from j = 1 step by step. In this process, if a catenation of 
two free-generated sequences appears, then the resulting sequence should be decided 
whether it is free-generated or not, by the condition given by Property 4.2. 
Now we claim that w derives an ultimately extended free-generated sequence if and 
only if 
F(r’(w)) = F(rj(w)) for i < j . (4.3) 
Indeed, the “F-part is obvious and the “only if”-part is shown by the following con- 
siderations. Since L(G) is mixed, we have L(G) = FLF’ where F and F’ are finite sets 
and have no occurrence of nondeterministic unbounded letters. Because every word in 
L has nondeterministic unbounded letters at its leftmost and rightmost positions, it 
belongs to a free-generated sequence by Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.6. 
Equation (4.3) holds if and only if all prefixes and suffixes that are not contained in 
free-generated segments belong to a finite set. Hence, because the finiteness problem 
for OL systems is decidable, the proof is completed. 0 
At the end of this section, we give some examples of type (2) and type (4) slender 
languages. 
Example 4.2. Let G = ({a, b, } c , z, w) be a OL system where r is given in Example 
4.1. Then L(G) is slender if the axiom w belongs to the set b*((ab U &)*(a U c U 1) U 
(ba U bc)’ )b*. But in the other cases, for example, if w = cc, L(G) is not slender. 
Example 4.3. Let G = ({a, b, } c , z, ubc) be a OL system where r(u) = {ubu, a}, r(b) = 
b, and r(c) = c5. Then 
z’(ubc) = {(ub)ic5’ Ij E {1,2,...,2’}} 
for every i E N. Because the length sets of zk(ubc) and z’(ubc) do not overlap whenever 
k # 1, L(G) is slender, indeed it is thin. 
5. Conclusion 
Considering the simply formulated but still unsolved problems in the DOL growth 
[ 11, 151, it is not surprising that the characterization of slender OL languages is far 
from easy. We have obtained two large decidable subclasses of slender OL languages. 
The case not settled bears some resemblance to the unsettled case in the decidability 
of L codes [5]. 
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Thus, the general problem about the decidability of slenderness for OL languages 
remains open. A natural research area is slenderness in DTOL and TOL languages, as 
well as in OL schemes. In cases like Example 4.2 we are able to determine all axioms 
giving rise to a slender language. For what types of OL schemes can this be done? 
What can be said about the language of the axioms giving rise to slenderness? 
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